Gateway Seminar (one course required before the end of junior year) – Gateway courses with the same number may not be repeated for credit.

**Readings in Genre**
184S.01  Readings in Genre  Instructor T. Pfau, MW 3:05-4:20
184S.02. Readings in Genre  Instructor R. Mitchell, MW 10:05-11:20
184S.03. Readings in Genre. Instructor M. Malouf WF 11:45-1:00

**Reading Historically**
182S.01. Reading Historically. Instructor K. Psomiades, MW 1:25-2:40

**I. Medieval and Early Modern (2 courses)**
235. Shakespeare, Instructor L. Tennenhouse MW 1:25-2:40
332S.01. Chaucer: *Troilus and Criseyde* and *The Canterbury Tales*, Instructor D. Aers
TuTh 10:05-11:20
336 Shakespeare Before 1600, Instructor J. Porter TuTh 4:40-5:55
390-5.01 Shakespeare on Love, Instructor S. Beckwith MW 3:05-4:20
536S. Shakespeare and Company, Instructor J. Porter Wed 3:05-5:35

**II. 18th and 19th Century (one course)**
269. Classics of Am Lit 1820-1860, Instructor V. Strandberg, MW 1:25-2:40
270. Classics of Am Lit 1860-1915, Instructor R. Savarese, TuTh 4:40-5:55

**III. Modern and Contemporary (one course)**
390-1.01. William Faulkner, Instructor V. Strandberg TuTh 11:45-1:00
390S-7.01 Science, Law & Lit. Instructors P. Wald/R. Cook-Deegan TuTh 10:05-11:20

**Criticism, Theory, or Methodology (CTM) One required:**
390S-7.05 Neurolit, Instructor R. Savarese TuTh 8:30-9:45
485S.01 Ordinary Language Philosophy, Instructor T. Moi MW 10:05-11:20

****A course may only be used under one designation. Other courses may apply to requirements above with permission from the Director of Undergraduate Studies****